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Mayfield and Rocester Neighbourhood Association
(Marna)

Public Meeting 25 September 2019, Rocester Police Station

Present: Alz Coates, Jill Studholme, Kevin Coates, Tina Robinson, Janay Hogg, Sean Elliot 

Apologies: Fiona Harrower,

1. Welcome and apologies

2. Minutes of last meeting approved

3. Estate matters (Trent and Dove)
None

4. Community activities
Recent Events

Mayfield Fete
Thank you Trent and Dove for the BBQ. Rain meant some stallholders 
left early but the weather brightened up later and more people arrived. 
Donated £180 from proceeds to MRA towards the projects there. Bar, 
line dancing, walking football, bouncy castle all popular. Not as busy 
as expected. Maybe better not doing on weekend following bank 
holiday. Dog show raised £33 - 33 entries. Prizes donated by local vets
and dog businesses. When it got to 4 o'clock, the scheduled closing-
time, people there didn't want to leave. Maybe next year do it in July. 
Perhaps on a week day in school holidays rather than on a Saturday. 10
to 4 too long. 12 onwards maybe better. Raised £690 but after expenses
for toilets, barbeque etc profit was £360.

Hire bouncy castles via Trent and Dove, Trent and Dove man it and 
have insurance necessary. Costs around £225 for three large inflatables
for all ages. Donkeys also suggested - cost £120(?). gd

Events planned:
Childrens' Christmas Party
21st December at Mayfield Memorial Hall. £3 a ticket, children under 
3 free. Must be accompanied by an adult. Will book an entertainer. 
Santa and gifts.
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Craft Stall Afternoon
Invite crafters to have a stall - £10 or £15 a table. We sell tea, coffee 
and cakes. Sean has some contacts. Plan for next year in run-up to 
Christmas - November or December 2020. 

Projects
Notice board by flats
Will be up soon. Will be labelled MARNA. Will have notices and 
posters from MARNA and Trent and Dove.

MUGA (Multi-Use Games Area)
Very positive feedback. When finished will have an opening ceremony
and invite all the volunteers who have helped. 

Playground
Had plans from Hags. Waiting for another company to give us a quote.
The plans have generated quite a few questions from the Parish 
Council and Playground group. For example, have we surveyed people
in the houses overlooked by playground for their view, has a survey of 
gas, electric and water pipes going across the playground land been 
organised. To be discussed at a meeting of the Playground group.

Outdoor Multi-Gym
Ready to apply for grants for the Outdoor Gym. MRA have applied to 
the Parish Council already. 

5. Any other business?
Abandoned car in the Mayfield Memorial Hall car park reported to PCSO 
Sean Elliot.
Attempted break-ins into vans on Mayfield Crescent reported to PCSO Sean 
Elliot.

6. Date and time of next meeting
6 pm Wednesday 19th February. At the MRA Pavillion - to be confirmed.
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